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Conclusions and recommendation of the report
. ■ ■ ■' fi

1. Particularly in .the areas of science and technology and human resources

development, the record of technical Co-operation between Africa and other

developing regions is derisory.

2. Technical co-operation has not had carry-through effects on the

environment because the economic structures of African countries are out

of joint and provide little inter-sectoral and intra-sectoral linkages

that would adjust production to consumption patterns. Coherence is only

achieved in their integration into external dominating economies.

3. TecbnruaJ. co-operation has been conducted piece-meal and in no concerted

manner. For it to br. come a development engine between the

n^w.ly -inriustrialiaet?. countries and the African countries, the existing

subre^ionai integration groupings in Africa will have to be strengthened

into viable product.i ^n systems through which integration projects can be

identified and developed in the key sectors that the countries, taken

individually, cannot develop.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1 '

4. The subregional economic communities should become the main agents

for promoting TGDC activities and focal points at the subregional level.

Recommendation 2

5. The African economic integration projects of the African economic

communities should form the focus for promoting TCDC activities. °

Infraatructure

Recommendation 3

6. The African economic communities should negotiate with those newly-

industrialized countries that manufacture railway equipment and engines

for the construction of community and Pan-African railway networks." "They

should do the same for the building of highways, dams, hydro-electri,c Rpwer

stations, bridges on the major African rivers and the linking Tap of
electricity grids.

Agriculture and livestock breeding

Recommendation 4 '

7. The agricultural and animall*'health research centres of the economic

communities should institute technical co-operation with similar centres

in the newly-industrialized countries with a view to adapting and
disseminating their findings in riieiriber'countries.
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Recommendation 5

8. Among other things, technical co-operation in this regard should take

the form of the'exchange of experts and the provision of training fellowships

and laboratory instruments.

Industry

Recpnraefli3atiOn 6

S. In the ?ur:?ent circumstances, the most credible scenario for basic

ation in Africa can only be through co-operation with the newly-

S<?' countries. Such co-operation should be conducted at the

.'■.eve! of the' African communities having the required economies of scale

ana take the form'of African multinational ventures entered into with capital

and technology from the newly-industrializ&d countries in such priority

industrial sectors as br.sic and capital floods industries.

Services

Recommendation 7

10. Along with the establishment of multinational production enterprises,

the economic communities should also promote the establishment of African

multinational service industries in air and maritime transport and shipping,

consultancy and engineering services, multinational marketing corporations

and industrial and commercial information centres.

African specialized institutions -

Recommendation 8

11. Instead of conducting researh on new technologies, African technological

institutions should import industrial machinery and equipment and make

the necessary modifications (using the technical assistance of the newly-

industrialized countries) to take specific manpower, raw material and other

features of the African environment into account.

Mechanism for promoting TCDC projects

Recommendation 9 '

12. The role of the national and subregional focal points should be to

formulate projects that would be likely to: result in feasibility studies

that would win the support of investment partners; secure the endorsement

of member countries in project promotion (working together with national

chambers of commerce and industry) to bring together partners from member

countries, organize them and get them adopt a plan for the establishment

of multinational companies; secure the approval of financial institutions,,

operating locally for counterpart funds and that of firms in the newly-

industrialized countries in putting up the investment capital.
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Regional focal'point

Recommendation 10

13. The South-South Partnership Promotion Centre located in Abidjan wi-11

be the regional focal point for the promotion of TCDC projects and- activities
on continental level. It should accordingly constitute project portfolios

that could form the basis of joint investment ventures between Africans

and partners from the newly-industrialized countries at the same time,m*s

it sets up a data and information bank inlKsupport of the programme* :c AD?
and other subregional financial institutions should financially; assist

African business promoters in making up their share of the multinational

business capital and act as lead agency for the mobilization of financial

resources from the newly-industrialized countries. -1 ■-■

Recommendation 11

14. An international consultancy and engineering conglomerate made up

of consortia of consultancy bureaux in the African and the

newly-industrialized countries should be set up. Such a conglomerate would

conduct the feasibility and engineering studies on proposed TCDC projects.
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or tee semxskr

15. Governmental exp3itr. fr.x?. Afr:'c« and Latin America organiz6d,,.:an

interregional Seminar on economic and technical co-operation in Addis Abaha

from I to 4 June 1982. The Seminar was jointly sponsored and organized

by. the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) and the Economic Commission

for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). The objective of the Seminar

was to promote technical co-operation among Latin American and African

countries in three priority areas, namely: development and use of manpower,

science and' technology for economic and socio-development and interregional

exchanges. The Seminar made specific recommendations in these three main

areas. In the are', cf trad.a, the Seminar recommended that studies should

be' conducted ori the supply of and demand for the main products which could

be traded among the African- and Latin American countries as well as products

whose trade between the two regions could be developed. The Seminar further

suggested that periodic meetings should be organized between the chambers

of commerce and trade promotion organizations in Africa and in Latin America

so as to gather trade information and to reduce the cost of foreign trade

promotion. To remedy the lack of information in the area of trade promotion,

the organization of trade fairs which could be •■ used as a medium for

dissemination of trade information was proposed. The Seminar recommended

that multinational transport and air cargo companies should be set up to

transport goods and people between the countries of the two regions.

16. The Seminar further proposed the establishment of joint ventures,

particularly in the area of livestock breeding, production of pharmaceutical

products, co-operation in the field of finance, insurance and marketing.

Finally, the Seminar recommended the elimination of tariff barriers between

the two regions. With regard to science and technology, the participants

decided tUa'c. -., c^*--*"'- -i "'' ' "V -rvor 'zt*a following areas: exchange of
technological information, training, technical advisory services, policies,

scientific and technological plans and instruments as well as research

and development.

17. The exchange of technology and technological information should focus

on agriculture, industry and energy which could directly influence the

attainment of development objectives such as:

(a) Food self-suf ficiency (production, storage, processing and

marketing of food products);

(b) Development and conservation of energy rescurces;

(c) Development of pharmaceutical industries and medicinal sciences;

and

(d) Improvement of livestock breeding.

18. The Seminar underscored the need for the establishment of basic

technological infrastructure, which is indispensable to the acquisition

and dissemination of technology and the publication of directories of

specialists and institutions in science and technology in the two regions.
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The priority areas of co-operation envisaged in the field of training were:

industry, sqienqer and technology, trade, transport, finance, development

planning and management- The Seminar decided to add the following sectors:

agriculture,, energy and medicine. Co-operation was to Be organized through

;a programme of exchange of experiences, tehcnical skills', expertise,

knowledge .and students, use of advisory and technical services, study tours

and professional training, refresher courses, etc. It was indicated that

co-operation in the area of human' resources required the two reglotts to

earmark the necessary financial resources for instituting programmes "of

study fellowships and other forms of training. . ''

19*-: Care will be taken in this report to: take stock of TCDC ' and BCDC

projects carried out not only between African and Latin- flwerican countries,

b»t also .between them and other developing subregiontf? assess the impact

of these technical co-operation projects; analyze the causes of the successes

and failures of these experiments; and formulate a strategy for autonomous

and self-sustaining economic development in Africa, having as its prime
mover technical co-operation among African countries and the' developing

countries in the other regions.

I- Record of TCDC and ECPC projects .

20. It is difficult to draw up a comprehensive balance sheet of results

obtained in activities for the promotion of TCDC, especially in Africa

and Latin America. Some Latin American countries have developed bilateral

relations with African countries. Brazil, for instance, has concentrated

its^assistance on Mozambique and Angola because of its affinity with these

countries through the Portuguese language. Apart from such; bilateral

relations, very little has bacn dona in terms of concrete action. The

export of Brazilian vehicles to African countries faces competition from

the industrial countries of Asia, i.e. Japan and Korea. Argentina has,

for a long time, managed to dominate the beef market in such- coastal

countries, as Cote d'lvoire, the Congo and Zaire. It is;' however,r-possible
to assess the experience of technical co-operation between Africa and the

newly-industrialized countries,, *?Y analyzing tne impact of technical co
operation projects promoted , by ..UNDP, which is responsible for technical

co-operation among deyej-opiipg. countries, in the United Nations system.

21. UNDP has assisted a n.um.b.er of, rdeveloping countries to organize meetings

>;for the promotion,,p/ TC^p^ jprn^eqts'. v. Such assistance has consisted, first

: of all, in evaluating,,, the technological facilities of the organizing

countries and then b.;Lde^ti-Eying t^?, needs, of a certain number1 of African
countries in these areas. African countries and other developing countries

which have organized such meetings include Tunisia, Egypt and also1 Pakistan.

The Pakistan , mepting,; ~.which ; was ..organized in Karachi, brought together

: several African countries ^inc^uding Algeria, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya and

Egypt. The meeting-,4n. Cairo, ,^)gypt was ^attended *>y }4_ African countries:

Cameroon, the .^ Gambia, < G,han^^Ke_nya, . Liberia, Malawi, Mauritius, Sierra

Leone, Somalia, the Sudan, the United Republic of Tanzania, 'Uganda, Zambia

and Zimbabwe.
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22. Most $Cpp meetings have been organized among the Latin American

countries. Venezuela organized a meeting in Caracas to which it invited

26 Latin American countries. The Central American countries and Panama

organized a meeting in Managua, Nicaragua. Peru and Argentina have organized

>>TCpC .meetings with African countries. The meeting in Argentina focused

: onfappropriate technology in the field of agriculture. Other TCDC meetings

have been organized in the following areas: in Cairo, technical assistance

agre.ejments were signed between Egypt and the Gambia in the field of plastic

technology, food and vegetable processing, fish farming and transport

management; with Ghana, agreements were s igned on the improvement of the

-quality of cotton, the control of vaccines and serums, food technology

and medicinal plants; with Kenya, agreements were signed in the area of

technology for, -the development of small irrigated farms and the control

and management of major projects. Egypt concluded an assistance agreement

with Cameroun on the multiplication of selected seeds. This agreement

provides for training programmes., the establishment and running of selected

seed laboratories as well as the repair and maintenance of laboratory

. equipment. Pakistan concluded -an agreement with Ghana on improving skills

., in the construction of low-cost housing.

,23. With regard to Africa's trade with the newly-industrialized countries,

its share in such trade, particularly with the Asian countries, is

increasing. In 1985, Africa's imports from the. Asian countries accounted

17for 9.5 per cent of its total imports. This figure rose to 11.2 per cent

. ,and 11.6 per cent in 1986 and 1987 respectively while Africa's exports

to Asia' stood at 4.2 and 3.8 per cent respectively during the same period.

; ^ .,--,, 24. With developing countries as a whole, the percentage of Africa's imports

ilfri ,7• .-,;"and':iexpd*tB amounted to 25 per cent and 22 per cent in 1986 and 18.8 per

• ■" : cent: aM 2Q,1*,?,,per cent in 1987.

I ■■ ■ •: y;'_J . ■■-'■■■ }.>.,,,.

t II. Impact of the past; experience of technical co-operation between Africa

and other developing regions r

25. It emerges from a careful analysis of the!0 results of TCDC promotion

activities in Africa that these activities hnve'ftofc. produced the expected

results, particularly in the area of interregional exchanges, science and

technology and in the field of human resources development.

26. A number of general remarks could elucidate this problem. For the

African countries, the best way of transferring technology and know-how

is through integrated development projects, in other words, projects which

could have a trickle-down effect on, a network of related sectors or

activities.

27. Small as they are, African countries cannot afford to establish

technology acquisition infrastructures unless they are based on specific

projects. Such technological infrastructure, based on pure research, design

of new prototypes and technological innovation is a prerogative of the

major industrialized countries.
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2-8f Similaxly, in uhc field of human resources development, Africa should

establish an intimate link between education, training and professional

■experience. Specific responsibilities should be given to trained staff

who should also be motivated to assume their responsibilities. New

employment opportunities should be created in the private sector and the

trained staff assisted to contribute to the development, of the sector.

However, although Africa has to date trained many high-level staff such

as engineers, scientists and economists, most of such highly-trained

personnel have never had the opportunity to put their knowledge in;to practice

because of the stagnation of the economies of the small African countries.

Most of the highly-trained staff are unemployed or hold jobs which provide

very little motivation. There is very little opportunity for the acquisition

of technical experience by Africans although they have been trained in

£he best universities, with the result that Africa continues to resort

ta foreign technical assistance. The paradox of the situation is that

Africa is obliged to call on foreign experts with only average university

training but considerable work expedience whilst its own personnel, often

trained in the best universities, remain unemployed foi: lack of work

experience. The rate of technological transfer is also minimal because

only very few projects have a technology transfer component. A few examples

will shed more light on the situation.

29. UNDP's TCTD programme implemented through these focal points had the

merit of being based on specific projects. However, it seems that the

implementation of this programme has had a rather minimal impact on the

economies of African countries.

30. Projects which have benefited from TCTD are of two types. Firstly,,

grass-roots development projects, which could improve the income of peasants

if .massive assistance was forthcoming. The activities covered in this

respect include fish farming, technologies for the development of irrigated

farms, fruit and. vegetable processing, etc. Such projects could have

transformed the rural areas but have not had any significant impact because

technical assistance has yet to be concentrated on them.

31. What the rural sector requires is not the dispersal of piecemeal

technical assistance but rather an integrated and concerted programme of

assistance. Asia succeeded in launching the green revolution because of

its programme of integrated and concerted assistance to the rural areas.

For example, the introduction of simple low-cost engines having a traction

capacity of between two and three tons in the 1970s in the rural, areas

of Asian countries was one of the key elements of the green revolution..

These engines were used not only for ploughing, but also for transporting

fertilizer from the factories to the rural areas and agricultural produce

from the rural to the urban areas.

32. The second category of projects related to the major sectors. Here,

too, the impact has been limited because there has been no integration

of these sectors with other support sectors. To explain this point, African

countries will not be able to attain the objective of constructing low-

cost housing unless they manage to produce the necessary building materials

such as cement, lime, reinforced concrete, surfacing material, etc., at

low cost using local materials.
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33. it snouxu w»i .:^^,-.,...,,. „_... ^v^-1 .f t'..o rgyptiwn projects could

have a very positive impact on Lhe friority sectors if the results of their

research had been dir:'^-:r-.-iJ-/'f| ^ fhc .-u*-n]. areas. Examples of such projects

are the-control of vaccines and serums in Ghana and the technical assistance

agreement for selected seed multiplication.

Ill- Causes of the poor results of TCDC .,

34. The real reasons **hy ■ technical co-operation between Africa and other

developing regions has not produced the desired results, in the productive

sectors can now be examined. ;,, . .

35. \ As mentioned earlier, aj.tr.augh technical co-operation has involved

the key sectors, namely science aiid technology and the development of

specialized manpower and has focused on specific projects in the the priority

sectorsj.it has net ; been organized in z.n integrated and concerted manner.

In. fact, the main roason v;hy technical co-operation between Africa and

the newly-industrialized countries has to date had only derisory results

is; that the production systems of the small African countries are not viable

and are rather out of jcirvt and■ cannoJ; efficiently promote the basic and

capital goods industrials wLoae integrating role is vital for the coherence

of the production system. In feet, it ia these industries which create

and strengthen inter-scctoral and interi-industrial: linkages by modernizing

the priority sectors *-b*-ni.irrh t.hnir products and by Strengthening the

industrial structure through the subsequent processing of their -semi-finished

goods. It is difficult;, if not impossible, to provide integrated assistance

to a disjointed structure, v/hich cannot guarantee interaction between the

various priority branches of the national economy and ensure adjustment

of the production and consumption structures and which is coherent only

in .-'its • :Lnt ;.--■-■:-.-,- -:-*.«. vv „.,*. ,,.„_! a^* nr.tinc economies. The -economic

structures of these countries cannot be autonomous in their, accumulation

process. -■■, ■ , ;,

In the industrial sector, for ■example, if technology transfer is'.to

produce the desired impact, it should be organized in an integrated manner.

This means that it should be propagated through an integrated industrial

fabric, characterized by inter-industrial and inter-sectoral linkages,

solidly bound to the priority sectors and supported by appropriate research

and development activities and by a vigorous programme of specialist

training. ■•.■■■. ...

37. African countria^ shou.U* natjotir.tc with Indie, China and Brazil to

follow the technology transfer policies that the countries of the East:-

the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Romania have applied in the^ir dealings

with India. The Soviet Union has established an integrated steel industry

in India. Steel production h.s promote the development of the related

industries such as the engineering industries, capital goods industries,

industries for the manufacture Oi.7 agricultural ^nd mining machinery,' hydro

electric power plants, turbines, boring equipment, etc. This major

metallurgical: and iro v ...id stael 3svclopmcnt programme also included

specialist training ana research, and devaj.opr.ient components. ■ ■ :
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36. A vantage sector for integrated technology transfer is the development

of river basins in Africa. Africa should negotiate with some developing

countries, such as Korea, China and India for the integrated development

of river basins.

39. For instance, if the programme for the development of the River Senegal

basin had included a significant TCDC programme, the construction of the

Momantali dam would have been accompanied by the installation of a 200

megawatt hydro-electric power plant, the development of 800,000 hectares

of irrigated land as well as the development of industries for the mineral

sre^ources of the basin, namely ircn, bauxite and copper and the development

of an integrated network of light and agro-industries.

-vQ. vC3C can slso be s. xeans ct promoting and implementing development

yroieci.s. In.it.ea3 of ii^ntify^ng randomly scattered small-scale projects,

.v/i^-h. very limited impact, UNDP technical assistance to the focal points

t.riou."5 aj.m at identifying vast programmes and development projects designed

by African Governments srd economic communities and at studying ways of

implementing these projects through technical co-operation with other

devfiiopin^' countriss which have mastered the relevant technology. Such

assistance should be accompanied by the maximum level of technology and

knowledge transfer, specialist training and the promotion of related

activities targeted at specific key projects.

41, Viewed in this perspective, TCDC can be applied to all fields:

contruction of dams, railways, roads and buildings, irrigated farming

programmes, forestry, mining, promotion of industrial complexes, etc. For

a project to benefit from TCDC, some preconditions should be met. The

country receiving the assistance, should identify a local counterpart

enterprise, which will be the beneficiary of the transferred knowledge and

the contract should include a specific agreement on technology transfer.

It should also include a programme of specialist training.

42, For TCDC to be effective in the production and services sectors, it

should lead to the formation of joint enterprises.

43. As regards the results of interregional trade between Africa and other

developing regions, the statistics point to an upturn in this trade.

However, the figures should not be allowed to conceal the sometimes negative

impact of such trade. Increasing trade between Africa and other developing

regions derives mostly from the increase in agricultural productivity and

the growth of the consumer industries of several Asian countries. It is

in no way the result of the importation of industrial products with a very

high technological content, such as capital goods.

44. The importation of rice from Thailand, Pakistan, etc., has discouraged

rice cultivation in several African countries, by curbing intra-community

trade in that respect.
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45. Senegal, Togo,. C6te d'lvoire and several countries in Central and

Southern Africa which import rice from Thailand, have stopped importing

rice from neighbouring rice-producing countries in Africa such as Mali

and Malawi. Other countries which were self-sufficient in rice production

.are no longer able to meet their own. needs. The effect of such trade on

tho subregional policy of self-sufficiency cannot be considered to be

beneficial. . . - ,

46. Similarly, in the industrial sector, the importation of cheap fabrics

from the Asian countries has jeopardized the development of the textiles

Fi.etor in the cotcon-producing countries of Africa, including Mali, Chad

and cho Sudan,

4?, The production of iurable, -low-cost industrial goods such as private

cars and radio aiid television .yets in the newly-industrialized countries

encouraged consumer", in African countries to spend more on such items rather

than invest in the production sectors.

48. If the industrial expansion .in several of the Asian countries continues

to stimulate the export from Africa of r,aw materials such as cotton, iron

ore and ba'ixite, this will no,t, contribute to the transformation, of the

economic structures of African countries and the stagnation of African

economics will bo perpetuated through consolidation of the traditional

international division of labour. ..,, -..■■■ ,r

■ -.-. , - -. . • ■ ■'.";■ >. v j ■ ■■■■■,.

IV. An alternative strategy for the accelerated development of Africa

49. Wort'h-South negotiations for the establishment of. a. (n.Gw international

economic order have been deadlocked for t several years j?ow? ,Since 1984,

developing countries, particularly those inr: Africa,; rh.aye been, making a

net transfer of monetary flows to industrialized countries in an amount

that stands at $US 114 billion per annum. This has resulted from the growing

indebtedness of developing countries, the continuing deterioration in terms

of trade and the North-North concentration of investments in developed

OECD countries and Eastern European countries to the detriment of developing

countries. Indeed, North-South economic relations which were based on

the export of primary commodities to the developed countries in .order to

secure the required foreign exchange for domestic consumption a.nd invjQe,t»KBPt,

on official, development' assistance and the inflow of private capital-, from

the industrialized countries have been seriously affected by. the current
international' economic situation.

50.' African export earnings continue to diminish. In 1986, .the primary

commodity earnings of African countries fell by $19 billion and, in 1987,

remained below their 1985. level. Private^ capital inflows are declining.

ThkF°riet' amounts of international banking loans and export credit granted
to' ''Stib'-Saharan Africa have diminished from nearly $4 billion. in 1980 to

an annual level of $1 billion in 1986. In 1987, Africa was receiving in

the form of foreign direct investment half of what it used to receive in

1970. This means that the impulse for African development can no longer

come from outside. Africa has now only one option and that is to stimulate

development from within through the promotion of subregional integration
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and technical co-operation with newly-industrialized countries. Under

the circumstances, African countries can no longer count on the developed

countries of Europe and America to revitalize their development. Africa

must think out an alternative strategy for its accelerated development

based on 3ubregional economic integration and South-South Co-operation.

51. Indeed, for technical co-operation with the newly-industrialized

countries to become an engine for the development of African countries,

they must strengthen their existing subregional integration groupings with

a view to setting up viable production structures that can be used to

identify and develop integration projects in those key sectors that the

countries, taken individually, would not be able to develop. The

effectiveness of technical co-operation between Africa and the

newly-industrialized countries would largely depend on the success of

subregional integration in Africa, that is to say the capability of the

countries to co-ordinate their planning in the fields of transport and

communications, basic and capital goods industries, agriculture, energy

and other key industries with a view to generating viable integration

projects that can have linkages with other sectors of the national economy.

52. Finally, the success of technical co-operation between Africa and

newly-industrialized countries will depend on the specific machinery set

up to ensure that economic co-operation becomes an essential element of

African development. The regional technical institutions created by African

countries in various areas should also become genuine promoters of TCDC

projects in their respective areas of competence.

A- Subreqional economic communities

TCPC focal points at the subregional level

53. The new strategy for technical co-operation between Africa and the

newly-industrialized countries should make the subregional economic

communities the main agents for promoting TCDC activities at the subregional
level.

54. The implementation of their integration programmes should become the

target for promoting TCDC activities. An appropriate TCDC mechanism should

be instituted with a view to setting up African multinational enterprises

in which investors from the newly-industrialized countries would participate.
ECA and OAU-sponsored institutions should serve as relay centres for the

acquisition, adaptation and transfer of technology to the industrial plants
to be established and for TCDC activities.

*b* Work programmes of subregional economic groupings as a focus of TCDC
activities

55. In implementation of the Final i\ct of Lagos, the OAU Assembly of Heads

of State and Government created economic communities in the major subregions
(Central Africa, Eastern and Southern Africa, West Africa and North Africa)

in a manner which ensured that the entire continent was rationally covered
by those economic groupings.
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56. Cases in point rr<- th^ Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS),

the Economic Corn-unity of Central African States (ECCAS), the Maghreb Union

(MU), the- Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States

(PTA) and the Sovthurn African Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC,*

57. These economic grouping:; are based not only on geographical location

but especially en the need to create an optimum economic space likely to

generate self--sustaining economic development and to host large-scale

industrial production units (basic and equipment industries) with a view

to speeding up the integration and development of national economies.

58. The basic objective of the economic communities is to restructure

the national economies of small African countries into viable subregional

production systems that can interact with the various sectors of national

economies, modernize the priority sectors, adjust production structures

to consumption patterns and ensure domestic capital accumulation and in

a word, create a self-sustaining economy.

59. The African economic communities place agricultural production at

the core of the issue of African economic development and structural

transformation <ind hence accord priority to the improvement of living

conditions for the majority of the population which happens to be the least

privileged.

60. However, an attempt to increase agricultural productivity requires

the parallel development of a number of priority economic support sectors,

61o First, it will be necessary to establish industries producing such

agricultural inputs as fertilizers, pesticides, agricultural machines and

equipment. If such inputs are to be supplied to the average farmer, their

cost price should be very low. That rules out the establishment of

fertilizer and pesticide manufacturing plants involving intermediate products

from developed countries. Agricultural machines and equipment manufacturing

plants would not be able to reduce their prices if they depended on the

import of iron and steel, aluminium and other metal products from developed

countries. For the efficient production of these industrial products,

an industrial base must be set up, that is, a base for intermediate

industries.

62. The establishment of steel works, alumina and alumina electrolyste

plants for aluminium production, chemical and petrochemical complexes,

will require the generation, transport and distribution of cheap hydro

electric power. The local production of these intermediate products will

also require the mining of iron, bauxite, phosphate, potash and other

minerals, as well as the transportation of millions of tonnes of raw

materials, semi-finished and finished products from the place of manufacture

to that of consumption in the community. It ic thus necessary to develop

a system of heavy transport', such as rail and inland water transport.

63. This network of intcr-related activities, including activities resulting

from complementary and related units is likely to create mutual development

effects, resulting in a self-sustained productive system endowed with an

autonomous internal accumulation bn&o.
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64* The programmes of African economic communities have centred on the

follov;ing three main objectives:

(a) The setting-up of an integrated transport and communication

infrastructure at the subregional level to facilitate low-cost

movement of people, goods and services?

(b) The establishment of a subregional productive system that uses

complementarity and the opening of a wider market to best

advantage;

(c) The inteyr-ation of the markets of member States by means of

mechanisms fcr expanding and promoting intra-community trade.

By reviewing I: he actions required for the execution of the

projects f w; shall try to identify the type of activity whose

execution may give rise to TCDC projects in the respective sectors.

(c) Construction of physical infrastruetores

55. In order to strengthen physical integration of the economic communities,

the communities should construct interconnecting sections between member

States with a view to establishing an integrated road and rail transport

system in the community. The Bretton Woods financing institutions are

systematically opposed to the financing of new railway networks in Africa.

Member States of the economic community should create, without the assistance

of industrialized countries in Europe and America, another scenario of

railroad construction in Africa without which there would be no genuine

industrialization of the continent or of economic integration. In fact,

setting up physical infrastructures in the economic communities should

stimulate technical co-operation between African countries and the newly-

industrialized countries.

66. The economic communities should negotiate with the newly-industrialized

countries that produce rails and locomotives for the construction of Pan-

African railway networks, road networks> dams, hydro-electric power stations,

bridges across the major African rivers and interconnected electric power

,grids. ,-.-,;.■ ' ■ ■.'.-.., .■■■■' '■

67. The advantage of such technical co-operation agreements is self-evident.

It would reduce construction costs of physical infrastructures to less

than half. The Western countries have constructed African roads at

exorbitant cost because they financed the projects, having granted loans

to African countries for the execution of these projects carried out by

their own companies. African countries would have been less indebted,

•today, if they had relied on their own funds or on neutral funds for the

construction of these infrastructures, or if thc-y had sub-contracted these

projects to,« the newly-industrialized countries. For example, China had

constructed in Africa roads pnd railways at half the prices offered by

thq_TJ;^e^t~ European competitors. Another very positive advantage is that

compaiVL.es pf newly-industrialized countries would be more willing to transfer

technology for the construction of such infrastructures as roads, railways

and dams, to African counterparts than would European companies. In order

to stimulate technical co-operation in this vital area, African countries
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must demonstrate zeal and imagination for the mobilization of the continent's
own resources and could back this up with assistance from the

newly-industrialized countries.

(d) Establishment of agronomic and animal science research centres

68. In pursuit of food self-sufficiency, the subregional economic
communities have established subregional research centres for the production

cf selected seeds and improved animal breeds and the development of vaccines
against aieeaees affecting cattle and smaller ruminants. In this context,
mention should 1>G made of the existence of an international system of

aer.Lcu.'tural research which tr-d already set up successfully in the African

cor.ti^nt a tcgior.nl network of agricultural and animal science research

'JGiitrss -ame.ly, the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA),

l.-i Ibacian, Nigeria; the West African Rice Development Association (WARDA),

In Bouake, Cote d'lvoire; the International Livestock Centre for Africa
(ILCA), in Addle Ababa, Ethiopia. The International Laboratory for Research
into Animal Dxseases (ILRAD) and the International Centre for Insect

Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE), in Nairobi, Kenya. These centres help

to secure and disseminate the results of agronomical research obtained
from countries with the same climatological characteristics as African
countries. For this reason, the agricultural research centres of the

subregional economic communities should become the relay stations for the
adaptation and transmission of research results obtained from the regional
centres. The centres at the community level should work closely with the

regional centres in order to avoid duplication of research activities.
It is therefore necessary that these regional centres should handle the
relay of transmitted research results from research centres in other
developing countries which have already carried out the green revolution
programme, such as the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), in

Los Banes, the Philippines and the International Crop Research Institute
for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), in Hyderabad, India.

69. The regional centres and those at the community level should, therefore,

strive to obtain the technical assistance of the newly-industrialized
countra.es through the exchange of experts and the procurement of fellowships
for professional training and laboratory equipment.

(e) The establishment of African multinationals for production in key
sectors ~ "

70. African countries have nc industrial base.. thus their economic
development is seriously hampered. Africa's economy has continued to lose
its comparative advantage because its agriculture, small-scale industrial
sector, transport and energy, depend on the importation of inputs from
industrialized countries, such as agricultural inputs, semi-metallic
products, agricultural and industrial machines and equipment, for their
development. For this reason, the competitiveness of Africa's agriculture
tends to be decreasing steadily. Africa has continued to lose its share
of the market in agricultural and forestry products to Asian countries
Thus, taking cocoa for example, while Central and Latin American countries
have maintained an almost constant world production (a little more than
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30 per cent), Asian countries nave increased tneirs from 4 to 14.5 per

cent to the detriment of African cnuntrl.es, considered as a whole, African

countries give priority addition '_c the smnll-scale industry although

the products of Africa's small scale industry are net competitive

internationally owing to the importation of equipment and intermediate-

products .

71. If Africa wants to overcome the permanent structural crisis into which

its national economies are plungedf it must take account of the fact that

it needs to follow through with the development of basic and equipment

industries,

72. Not only have industrialized countries failed to promote the continent's

basic industrialisation (except South Africa and to some extent, Zimbabwe)

but also their companies have competed unfairly with African manufacturers»

The examples range from price dumping to certain radical structural

adjustment measures of the Brctton Woods institutions which have, purely

and simply, proposed thnt these industrial enterprises should be closed

down. With regard to cement, for example, the dumping policy of the

transnational companies on African markets consisted in creating systematic

losses by fixing very low prices just long enough to force African

multinational enterprises into bankrupcy and tc take over monopoly of th£

cement market. Such economic sabotage has succeeded because in spite of

everything,. African countries cciitinu^ to believe in the economic

liberalisation lessons of the West,

73. In this context, the most credible scenario for embarking upon basic

industrialization in Africa can only be through cc-operation with the newly-

industrialized countries. Such co-operation should be at the level of

tha African communities,- v,\'«c;.c *;>, jr-_ 1^ secnemy of ccale, and should ' be

effected through the establishment of African multinational enterprises,

with capital and technological contribution from the newly-industrialized

countries in the following priority industrial sub-sectors;

(a) Basic industries (iron and steel, aluminium industry, development

of copper industries, chemical and petro-chemical complexes,

particularly complexes using acetylene for the manufacture of

polyvinyl chloride (PVC), acetate and cellulose acetate; complexes

based on synthetic gas and which also use methanol and ammonia

to manufacture fertilizers such as ammonium sulphate, ammonium

nitrate cine1 urt:s; complexes wi^r; a caustic soda and chlorine

base using surplus chlorine tc produce hydrochloric acid, which

is used tc treat natural phosphate for the production of phosphate

- enriched fertilizers;

(b) Capital goods industries (agricultural machines and equipment,

transport equipmenti locomotives, river boats and ships,

earthmeving equipment, bulldozers^ The objective here should

be to mobilize the best African entcrpreneurs in each economic

community and to get tho specialized firms in the

newly-industrialized countries interested in setting up capital

ventures with these African multinationals. The African

Development Bank and the other subregional financial institutions
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should play the role cf prime movers and financiers, in concert

with other sima lar f i nanci1.'! institutions of the

newly-industrialized countries. It is tnrough these African

multinationals that the continent will be able to master industrial

technologies and be able to restructure the economies of African

countries,

74. It goes without saying that such cc-operation also involves activities

on the supply sice of the basic industries: establishment of multinational

enterprises in the field cf exploration and exploitation of mineral,

petroleum and forestry resources, etc.

(f) Establishment of African multinational service enterprises

75. Along with the establishment of multinational production enterprises,

the economic communities should also promote the establishment of

multinational service enterprises such as maritime and air transport and

freight companies, consultancy and engineering companies, multinational

marketing companies and industrial and market information centres.

76. These multinational service enterprises will provide services, linked

to these of the multinational production companies so as to establish a

coherent system of TCDC, capable of strengthening the collective autonomy

of developing countries, particularly African, countries and their partners

in the newly-industrialized countries.

(g) African specialized institutions

77. African countries Have ^ntcblishe'3 numerous specialized technical

institutions in several economic sectors or fields. These include the

African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research (AIHTTR) in

Nairobi,, Kenya; the African Kegionnl Ccucjie Ior Engineering Design and

Manufacturing tARCEDEM); the African Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT)

in Dakar, Senegal; the Central African and Eastern and Southern African

Mineral Resources Development Centres in Brazzaville, the Congo anc .in

Dodoma, Tanzania; the African Regional Industrial Property Organizations

(ARIPO) in Harare, Zimbabwe for English-speaking Africa; and in Yaounde,

Cameroon for French-speaking Africa? the African Regional Centre for Solar

Energy (ARCSE) in Bujumbura, Burundi» etc.

78. These centres should avoid undertaking activities related purely to

research and the design of new prototypes ^nd concentrate,, rather,: on the

importation and adaptation of technology to the; economic and social

conditions cf African countries. They should fellow the example of the

Asian countries f Japan and North and South Korc. which have succeeded,

within a very short period of time, to bridge the technological gap which

existed between them and the developed co\jnt_;iG;; -,?. Europe and N^rth America.

In African countries, where cheap labour abounds, the adaptation of

technology should be geared towards labour-intensive and ccst-effective

methods whenever possible.
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79. The specialized regional or subregional institutions should be the

focal points in their respective fields for the importation of technology

from the newly-industrialized countries and adapt thorn to the socio-economic

environment of the subrsgions, with the technical assistance of those

countries. This could be done through sending experts from these countries

to the /African countries and granting fellowships to African technicians

to undertake refresher courses, in order to build up a larger number of

scientists, engineers and technicians who are highly competent and up to

the task ahead of them. Instead of researching new technologies, the

institutions should jtnyort industrial machines and equipment, etc. and

adapt thurc to fai.v'z African requirements, taking into account the abundant

nia*ij>ov6r available to carry out iranual activities such as handling, packaging

3nd o^rage* The ; fric^>, Regional Centre for Technology should be adequately

a^aippod tc i>rovid.* technical assistance to entrepreneurs in adapting their

f.iLchoixoz to conditions in their country, modifying their production

processes and taki/K; advantage of the cost of capital factors, manpower,

local raw materic-ls anr1 energy available.

80. In addition, the institutions should provide services to industries

in the following areas: equipment testing, quality control, equipment

selection, specifications, technical assistance and specialized training

programmes.

B. Mechanism for promoting TCDC projects and activities

81. South-South co-operation has been confined largely to governments;

such a stituation has greatly reduced its efficiency. Considering the

fact that a good proportion of the countries of the South operate either

a free enterprise or mixed economy system, the private and mixed economy

sectors have a key role to play. Therefore, further, advances in South-

South co-operation will depend in particular en business cooperation among

the business sectors of developing countries. The expansion of business

co-operation in the South will be possible only if business initiative

is strengthened and better and more supportive environment and framework

are developed. For the TCDC programme to be fully operational, it is

necessary to establish a promotion mechanism which makes it possible to

assist interested partners with pro-feasibility studies on industrial

projects, feasibility studies on agronomical and zoo-technical research

centres, infrastructural work, roads, railways, dams, etc. as well as with

requisitions for ordering all types of machines and equipment, evaluation

of required technologies, identification of African promoters and partners

in the newly-industrialized countries and recourse tc the appropriate sources

of financing. The institutional mechanism which should guarantee

implementation of this programme will now be analyzed,

(a) Nat,ional_ and subregional focal points

82. National investment or business promotion centres and the economic

integration organizations will become respectively national and subregional

focal points for' the programme of Technical Co-operation- amoftg Developing

Countries. In this regard, they will be responsible for; developing the

various projects which will be eligible for inclusion in this programme.
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conduct the necessary studies to enable the partners to make a decision,

get the approval of member countries to promote the projects, in

collaboration with the Chambers of Commerce and Industry, contact partners

in the member countries, organize them and get them to adopt a plan for

the establishment of the multinational company, contact financing

institutions and submit to them bankable project documents for obtaining

local financing and the participation of firms in the newly-industrialized

countries in the constitution of the capital of the enterprise.

(b) F:-c.gioasl Cocal ppj nt

£3 Tc respond tr thin need, African Development Bank, ADB, the Economic

Ccnrn.Usirn for Africa, EOA, the United Nations Industrial Development

CJi-g^nj-sation, UKISO, M>e Pood and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations, FAO have decided to create an enabling instrument known as the

^outh-South Partnership Promotion Centre whose raison d'etre is to serve

as the facilitator ard catalyst of economic projects among the private

s-ctors of the South r,n continental level in Africa. The South-South

Partnership Promotion Centre, located in Abidjan will be the regional fecal

point for the promotion of TCDC projects and activities.

The South-South Partnership Promotion Centre

34. The South-South Partnership Promotion Centre is an initiative, unique

in . its approach towards the integration of the private and mixed economy

sectors in matters concerning economic and technical co-operation among

developing countries. It seeks to link African entrepreneurs with those

from other developing countries in Asia and the Pacific, Latin America,

the Caribbean and the Middle East. It is an initiative that recognises

the weak information and commercial infrastructure that the private sector

has to cope with. The Centre would actively seek Multinational Production

Enterprises (MPE) and Joint Venture (JV) opportunities to galvanise the

private sector into propelling their respective governments to dismantle
identified political, economic and other infrastructural barriers.

Development objective of the Centre

85. The ultimate objective of thic centre is to promote the concept of

Technical and Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries (TCDC/ECDC)

ty r developing enduring links between African countries and the rest of

the Third World. This would foster economic and technical co-operation

among countries of the South, accelerate and strengthen the development

of the productive private enterprises and thus contribute to job creation
and economic growth.

Immediate objectives of the Centre !

86. Tha immediate objective of the South-South Partnership Promotion Centre

is to facilitate the growth of a viable, indigenous private and mixed economy

sectors in African countries, through the exchange of information concerning

Expertise, Technical, Financial, "Managerial and Technological resources
available throughout the World, particularly in Third World countries.
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87, The Centre is aimed at integrating the tremendous resources of the

private sector, to stimulate private enterprise development and promote

investment in small projects and develop trade among developing countries

by:

providing a comprehensive information data base on manufacturers

and suppliers in the South to aid direct sourcing and trade;

promoting the formation of Multinational Production Enterprises

and Joint Venturer;

- assisting with the preparation of comprehensive feasibility studies

for MPPIs;

providing information on legal and technical services on matters

concerning UP3 s r.nd JVs;

providing training services to upgrade the managerial and consulting

capacities of Africa, and

attracting funds for studies and project implementation.

88= For the private and mixed economy sectors to be able to play its role

effectively, some of the constraints that have been identified need to

be removed. The most notable of these is the very weak information data

base on South-South trade. This has created a strong orientation towards

highly protected internal markets encouraged no doubt by the high transaction

costs associated with the weak commercial infrastructure. It is this gross

inadequacy cf machinery for ensuring private sector participation in Economic

Co-operation among Developing Countries/Technical Co-operating among

Developing Countries (ECDC/TCDC) matters in the 7i.frica region, in particular,

that the South-South Partnership Promotion Centre is designed to correct.

The South Partnership activities

89. The work programme cf the South Partnership comprises a broad number

of activities which ere designed to achieve the multi-faceted objectives

of the institution. The most prominent of these centre on:

(a) A FULLY OPERATIONAL CENTRE - with a business network covering

individual enterprises, entrepreneurs. Chambers of Commerce and

other professional organizations. Additionally business-related

institutions including development finance corporations, commercial

banks, export/import institutions and relevant government entities

in African countries, Asia and The Pacific, Latin America and

The Caribbeans and the Middle East would be covered;

(b) A SO0TH-SOOTH PROJECT STUDY FUND - a major cause of failure
of most projects in developing countries can be attributed to

poor project conceptualisation and investigation. Because of

the need for hard currency for such studies, entrepreneurs

generally shy away from the thorough and comprehensive analysis
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of projects required in today's competitive world. The result

is often the total omission of the investigation of the technical

and operational feasibility of the venture which would have

emphasized the appropriateness of the technology chosen, the

skills complement and. hence any managerial inadequacies or training

required. T, revolving South Partnership project study fund would

be established and will be used mainly to utilise available

expertise in the South for the elaboration of projects identified

in the project study bank?

t c) A SC*3TH-SCTJl'fi BANK OF PROJECTS - an active search for viable

projects £->r wh.ich fusibility studies will be prepared, primarily

for presort-rv^inr to tlr. private sector entrepreneurs through

tho chcinnej oi: the 'Investment Forum",

Each national and subrcgi^nal focal point would send to the

South Partnership Centre copies of pre-fcasibility and feasibility

studies that it intends to promote within the*, framework of TCDC,

The Centre would, accordingly, constitute a portofolio of projects

which will be eligible for joint financing by African enterpreneurs

and their partners in the newly-industrialized countries;

(d) SOUTH-SCUTE INVESTMENT FORUM - would be the crucible for the

various interactions among enterpreneurs of Africa and other

developing countries of Asia & the Pacific, Latin America & The

Caribbean^ and the Middle East. It would be used for matching

the supply and demand for investment funds in selected priority

sectors. The forum will also be .responsible for South-South

trade promotion activities? -

£e) SOUTH-SOOTH FINANCING SCHEME - with regard to the financing of

multinational projects, the ADB will have to assist African

promoters financially to constitute their share of the capital

of the multinational enterprise, and serve as the lead agency

for the mobilization of funds from the newly-industrialized

countries. The African Development Bank could also transfer

some projects of less importance to subregional development bank3

such as the West African Development Bank ancl the Development

Bank for Central Africa by providing them with the necessary

information on sources of technology/, possible partners in the

newly-industrialized countries, etc. ,

The Bank will also have to conclude the necessary agreements

with financial institutions in the newly-industrialized countries

to facilitate the financing of TCDC projects and establish

modalities for their financing;

<f) SOUTH-SOUTH CONSULTAKCY NETWORK - the South is endowed with highly

qualified experts in almost all. fields of interest. Unfortunately,

they exist as little islands of knowledge, hardly communicating

with one another. A network of available consultants in the

South would be established. As much as possible, these consultants
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would be use.?, for the project studies identified by .the project

bank. They would :;lso bo civr.ilable tc handle specific

enquiries/assiguntencs. Tcp ,luvei advisory committees, especially

in the. areas of food anc agriculture, would bo farmed; _

(g) PROVISION OF A SOOTH-SOOTH TECHNOLOGY SERVICE - it has been

demonstrated that the South has developed appropriate technology

in key areas, adaptable to the sccic-culrturnl environment of

the South. Ln inventory of all key enterprises, financial

institutions and technologies available in the South will be

maintained. In view of the uenk information infrastructure

and ina'equ^te Tnanagerial capacity in the South, assistance

will be provided, where requester1., on know-how acquisition,

retention services including, the negotiation of joint-venture

agreements, the identification ^nd recruitment of specialists

etc...;

(h) SOOTH-SOOTH PROCUREMENT SERVICE - it is intended to make available

the names cf manufacturers in the South together with acquisition

condition of grods pnr1 services and to expedite the procurement

procedures for projects that would be implemented by the centre;

(i) SOOTH-SOOTH TRAINING PROGRiiMHE - the project stucics and requests

from enterprises woulri reveal critical arens of management anc1

other r'ef iciancies loading tc the neci for group o.n<\ other

specialiser! training. Appropriate training programmes woultf

therefore be elaborates and co-ordinate^ by the Centre. Of

particular interest woulc1 be the young enterpreneurship programme

whereby a small team of promising enterpreneurs from Africa would

be exposeo to souuu maiiacj^jnent practices and businesses in other

Sruth regions;

(j) SOOTH-SOOTH BOSIKESS NEWSLETTER - informnticn gap is a serious

obstacle to the development of business co-operition. Businessmen

in the South have a greater knowledge cc" business opportunities

and contacts of the countries of the North while their knowledge

of the countries in the South is often minimal. It is therefore

necessary tc publish a newsletter with information on relevant

and interesting business opportunities in order to fill the

information gap among developing countries thus promoting business

co-operation.
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Conclusions

90. The present level of- TCDC is quite Isw, unnecessarily far below its

potential in spite of the efforts of all concerned to improve1 the existing

situation.

91. Each developing country should take adequate steps to strengthen the

collection, processing and dissemination of information related to the

availability of national capacities, knowledge and experience for application

to TCDC.

92. All those concerned with enhancing the developmental progress of the

Third World, with the need for self-help and greater co-operation among

its members, are urged to participate and actively support efforts geared

towards greater and better TCDC. ...


